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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
12/03/14  

Vulnerable status as full US report slate to lift the $  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD +0.40, SILVER -10.10, PLATINUM +1.20  

 

London Gold AM Fix $1,203.25, +$6.25 from prior AM 
LME Copper Stocks 165,575 tons -550  

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equity markets were mostly higher in overnight action, as Asian 
shares extended their latest winning streak, despite softer growth data in Australia. The Japanese Nikkei 
extended its latest winning streak with an early push into a new high for the move, helped by weakness in the Yen 
and an improvement in service sector data. However, ideas that the market could be overbought following a 23% 
rally from the October low inspired late day profit-taking pressure. China's Shanghai Composite pushed into a 
new high for the move, with support coming from slight improvement in service PMI figures and from hopes for 
more stimulus from the PBOC. A mixed round of service sector data, with disappointing results in France, Spain 
and Euro zone provide the major European indices a headwind that trimmed early gains. There is also some 
concern following reports of an accident at a Ukrainian nuclear plant in Europe. Meanwhile, expectations that the 
ECB could be closer to pursuing a fresh round of quantitative easing ahead of tomorrow's policy meeting provide 
support. US equity markets were flat to fractionally lower ahead of a November ADP employment report and ISM 
service PMI data.  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
Yesterday gold was probably undermined by the fresh new high in the Dollar, and with another move into new 
high ground this morning it is a little surprising to see precious metals holding in positive ground to start today. 
While gold was put under liquidation pressure yesterday by fresh hints from the Indian Central bank regarding 
their intent to monitor the Indian gold import situation and the Bank also threatened to intervene if necessary, the 
central bank overnight suggested they are comfortable with the Current Account deficit and that tamps down fears 
of fresh import restrictions. With mostly positive US scheduled data yesterday followed by an extremely active US 
report slate today the threat of more gains in the Dollar is front and center today. The bull camp has to hope that 
aggressive central bank easing action is forthcoming from the ECB on Thursday as strong service sector results 
from China overnight might temper the hope for fresh stimulus from the PBOC. While a large US investment 
manager yesterday called for gold mining companies to reduce production and costs to reward investors and a 
South African gold miner announced job cuts, supportive news looks to be given a back seat to currency 
influences directly ahead.  
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PLATINUM  
The platinum market should see some support from overnight predictions from the World Platinum Investment 
Council of a world platinum shortfall of 885,000 ounces for 2014 but recent classic supply side issues haven't 
been given that much credence. However, an inside-day down in platinum yesterday and again early today, 
suggests a negative fundamental vibe continues to hang over the PGM sector. With the Dollar also seemingly 
poised for even more upside action ahead (there are a number of private jobs reports due out later today) we 
have to leave the bear camp with an edge. Lastly with PGM markets holding fairly significant spec and fund longs 
in the latest COT positioning reports and derivative holdings in both markets declining yesterday, the markets 
might be expected to re-test the Tuesday lows.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
Pushed into the market, we still favor the downward tilt as we fear more gains in the Dollar and deflationary 
commodity price action remains a lingering threat in the marketplace. In fact, we wouldn't be surprised to see a 
major range-up extension in the Dollar again today in the event that more positive US data is seen especially with 
the ECB expected to float fresh easing plans on Thursday. Therefore, February Gold might be fortunate to be 
able to hold above support at $1,191, with the next lower support level in February Gold seen down at $1,175. 
Near-term downside targeting in January Platinum is seen down at $1,212, but perhaps solid support won't be 
seen until the $1,200 level.  

 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
12/03/14  
A critical pivot point today is seen at $2.8440 buy breaks  

 

GENERAL: The threat of ongoing gains in the Dollar and potential weakness in 
crude oil has left the copper market under some measure of pressure this 
morning. On the other hand, strong gains in global equities and better than 
expected US scheduled data yesterday should help to firm up support just under 
the current market level in the March Copper contract. While March Copper 
spent most of the trading session in negative ground yesterday, the market was 
able to respect last Friday's low and that could hint at value! However, with the close Tuesday sitting roughly 10 
cents below the level where the last COT report was measured, we have to think that the next positioning report 
will indeed present a fresh record spec short reading.  

 

MARKET IDEAS: 
While we can't rule out additional downside action in the coming trading session, we think position traders should 
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be playing for a bottom with the purchase of March Copper calls. However, the failure to hold above $2.8435 
today could set the stage for another panic liquidation and a return to the $2.80 level.  

 

	
 

 
              2015 Commodity Trading Guide 
 

Features for 2015:  

 5 Trades for a Long-Term Bottom in Commodities 
 A Bottom in Feed Grains? 
 The Strength of US Beef & Pork Exports in the Face of High Prices 
 Global Gasoline and Diesel Demand Keep Pace with Crude Production 
 The Hunt for Individual Mobility 

 

Only $20 plus Shipping 
Order Here:  www.HightowerReport.com 

                                    (Guides will be shipping the first week of December) 
 

METALS TECHNICAL OUTLOOK: 
Note: Technical commentary is based solely on statistical indicators and does not necessarily correspond to any fundamental analysis that 
may appear elsewhere in this report. 
 

COMEX GOLD (FEB) 12/03/2014: The major trend has turned down with the cross over back below the 60-day 
moving average. Studies are showing positive momentum but are now in overbought territory, so some caution is 
warranted. A positive signal for trend short-term was given on a close over the 9-bar moving average. It is a 
slightly negative indicator that the close was under the swing pivot. The near-term upside target is at 1221.4. The 
next area of resistance is around 1209.0 and 1221.4, while 1st support hits today at 1187.8 and below there at 
1179.0. 

 

COMEX SILVER (MAR) 12/03/2014: The market back below the 40-day moving average suggests the longer-

http://www.futures-research.com/order/order_tg.php?refcode=KITCO
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term trend could be turning down. Daily stochastics have risen into overbought territory which will tend to support 
reversal action if it occurs. The close above the 9-day moving average is a positive short-term indicator for trend. 
With the close higher than the pivot swing number, the market is in a slightly bullish posture. The next upside 
target is 16.853. The next area of resistance is around 16.707 and 16.853, while 1st support hits today at 16.243 
and below there at 15.924. 

 

COMEX PLATINUM (JAN) 12/03/2014: The close under the 40-day moving average indicates the longer-term 
trend could be turning down. Positive momentum studies in the neutral zone will tend to reinforce higher price 
action. The market's close below the 9-day moving average is an indication the short-term trend remains 
negative. The market tilt is slightly negative with the close under the pivot. The near-term upside objective is at 
1248.57. The next area of resistance is around 1230.45 and 1248.57, while 1st support hits today at 1203.35 and 
below there at 1194.38. 

 

COMEX COPPER (MAR) 12/03/2014: The daily stochastics gave a bullish indicator with a crossover up. 
Stochastics are at mid-range but trending higher, which should reinforce a move higher if resistance levels are 
taken out. A negative signal for trend short-term was given on a close under the 9-bar moving average. The close 
over the pivot swing is a somewhat positive setup. The next upside objective is 2.93. The next area of resistance 
is around 2.91 and 2.93, while 1st support hits today at 2.86 and below there at 2.83. 

 

DAILY TECHNICAL STATISTICS  

CLOSE 
9 DAY 

RSI 
14 DAY 

RSI 

14 DAY
SLOW

STOCH D

14 DAY
SLOW

STOCH K
4 DAY

M AVG
9 DAY

M AVG
18 DAY 
M AVG 

45 DAY
M AVG

60 DAY
M AVG

METALS COMPLEX 

GCAG5  1198.4  53.24  51.37  76.42 77.86 1197.63 1196.60 1183.26  1203.47 1210.00

SIAH5  16.475  52.73  50.33  75.21 81.72 16.33 16.38 16.12  16.69 17.09

PLAF5  1216.90  48.69  46.75  63.96 68.09 1224.70 1218.11 1211.66  1239.99 1266.96

CPAH5  2.88  34.68  37.19  30.33 32.30 2.90 2.96 2.99  3.01 3.03

Calculations based on previous session. Data collected 12/02/2014

Data sources can & do produce bad ticks. Verify before use.
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DAILY SWING STATISTICS  

Contract  Support 2 Support 1 Pivot  Resist 1 Resist 2

METALS COMPLEX 

GCAG5  COMEX Gold  1179.0 1187.8 1200.2  1209.0 1221.4

SIAH5  COMEX Silver  15.923 16.242 16.388  16.707 16.853

PLAF5  COMEX Platinum  1194.37 1203.35 1221.47  1230.45 1248.57

CPAH5  COMEX Copper  2.82 2.85 2.87  2.91 2.93

Calculations based on previous session. Data collected 12/02/2014

Data sources can & do produce bad ticks. Verify before use.

 

 

 

 


